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Hogarth is perhaps best known for his satirical political illustrations and “modern moral subjects” such as A 

Rake’s Progress and Marriage à-la-Mode and his works were so popular illustrations in this style are often 

referred to as “Hogarthian”.  There is so much more to the man than that!  This talk tracks his career from 

humble copperplate engraver to successful painter.  He was extremely ambitious in other artistic fields, 

including portraiture, history paintings and writing on art theory.  He was a tireless self-promoter and 

entrepreneur, with a real and practical concern for the status of his profession.  He never talked about his 

early life and his family’s mixed fortunes and this early experience informed the subjects he chose to paint.  

Linda Smith will show a wide variety of images to demonstrate his exceptional originality and 

inventiveness.  Above all, however, it is his unparalleled eye for absurdity and human weakness which not 

only tells us so much about his times but gives us food for thought about our own.  

 

We are delighted that Linda Smith is giving our first online lecture.  Linda holds two first-class degrees in 

Art History including an MA from Birkbeck.  She has a broad knowledge of art historical subjects, but 

specialises in British Art and twentieth century art.  She is an experienced lecturer and gallery guide, 

especially at Tate Britain and Tate Modern, where she has worked for the past 17 years.  She has lectured to 

a wide variety of audiences in different venues, including school and university students and independent art 

societies in the UK and overseas. 

 

No booking or advance registration is required to view the lecture.  Please click on the link below to access 

the lecture. The link will take you to YouTube and the EDFAS holding slide. If the link does not 

automatically open the YouTube page, then you may have to copy and paste the link into the address line of 

your browser. If you are watching on a tablet or smartphone, we suggest downloading the YouTube app in 

advance of clicking the link. The lecture will start promptly at 6 pm and we advise clicking on the link 

below 15 minutes in advance, so you are ready to watch at the start. Please ensure you have unmuted your 

speakers.  

 

LINK TO BE FORWARDED BEFORE MEETING 

 

If you need technical help on the evening, please telephone Theodora Burrell (07772 323158) or Tricia 

Lancaster (07850 759913)  

Please remember the lecture cannot be recorded for copyright reasons 

 

We are delighted for guests to watch our lectures.  Please could we ask for a donation of £5 a lecture or £20 

for the 10 lectures, towards the funding of our project for access to the National Museums of Scotland for 

disadvantaged young people: https://www.nms.ac.uk/about-us/outreach-and-engagement/special-

projects/discover-the-museum/ 

 

Please include your Society name as the reference and pay by bank transfer to: 

                    Edinburgh Decorative & Fine Arts Society 

                    Account No:  00060655 

                    Sort Code:     40-52-40 

Or send a cheque to: Mrs Nina Mair, Treasurer, EDFAS, 17 India Street, Edinburgh EH3 6HE 
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